
Instructions:

Read this text carefully until you understand it fully.  Your task is to re
write it using the conventions of instructional text.  
As my word processor is not working, you will need to correct spelling
and punctuation errors.  You may change the order of words, or improve
clumsy sentences if you think it is necessary to make the text clearer.
You are allowed to mark on this sheet if this will help.

Get yourself a feew slices of taost by doing the following things.

You get some slices of bred and put them under the grill until

they are brown on both sides  if you wont the butter to bee hot

then you need to butter ti strait away  if you dont like sogg y toast

then you have to leave it for a few minuts to cool down else the

butter will melt when you put it on.   Cut the taost into 2 pieces

and put onto a plate so you don’t drop crums all over the place.

You mite like to have jam or marmalade on your toast.  Or egg.

LO:  To edit and redraft using appropriate layout for
instructional text.
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Instructions:

Read this text carefully until you understand it fully.  Your task is to
re-write it using the conventions of instructional text.  
As my word processor is not working, you will need to correct spelling
and punctuation errors.  You are allowed to mark on this sheet if this
will help.

First you need to get some slices of bred  then you place thm
under a hot grill?  Watch them carefuly and turn them ova when
they are golden broun!  When  both sides ar brown= take them
off the grill and put them onto a plait.

Fetch a cleen nife from the draw, take the buter out of the frige,
use the knif to sperad the butter on the toast.

Cut thee toast into  halfs 
Enjoy your toast.

You willl need 2 slices of bred  1 knife tub of butter  a plate a hot
grill or toater

LO:  To edit and redraft using appropriate layout for
instructional text.
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